MEET THE
BRAVO cc
TEAM/2020

Nice to Meet You
I am excited to introduce you to
our team. 2020 marks the 16th
year for Bravo cc and our team is
growing not just in numbers but
in quality too.
You are a reflection of the
company you keep--so I
assume that means I am smart,
interesting, fun, and generous
because the Bravo cc team is all
of these things and more.
As a business owner I carefully
assembled this team to offer you
new and interesting ways to
bring Bravo cc content to your
events, projects, and team. Each
of our speakers and facilitators
have YEARS of experience as
well as areas of expertise that fit
in perfectly to the Bravo cc
mission to educate, liberate, and
entertain.
Without further delay, meet our
team…

Diane joined the Bravo cc team in 2015 as our professional and
executive coach as well as a keynote speaker and workshop
facilitator. She loves teaching people how to move through fear, gain
confidence clarity and courage, get results with velocity, break
through barriers and ask for what you want and get it. Her listening
skills are second to none and she possesses this rare intuitive ability
to ZERO in on the thing that is the thing. Like the real thing, not the
surface level stuff but the stuff that matters, the hard stuff--those
things that are holding us back from our own success. Her keynotes
include:

ASK FOR WHAT YOU WANT and GET IT!

DIANE CONSOLINO
Coach, Create, Transform
—Available to Keynote,

Facilitate, Consult, and Coach
—Areas of expertise:
Confidence, Coaching, Asking
for what you want
—Travels from Dallas, TX
— Fees are $3500 to $5500 for
Keynote and Facilitation. Fees
for consulting and coaching
are based on project scope
To book DIANE, go to https://
www.bravocc.com/contact/
and tell us about your event/
project

Being able to ask for what you want is critical to achieving results in
all areas of your life. In this fun and informative keynote presentation,
Diane unpacks the reasons that we struggle to ask for what we want.
She shares her own struggle to step up and speak her wants and
needs and shows you how she has learned to ask for what she wants.
Today she understands that it is her ability to ask that has given her
the confidence and clarity around building a business as a coach and
speaker. Her approach is powerful, practical, and profound. You learn
how to quiet your fears and start getting what you want. The future
belongs to those who are ready and willing to ask. Are you ready?

KILLER CONFIDENCE: 3 Secrets to Feel Confident

It is a chronic problem…People regularly allow past failures to hold
them back from being a powerful leader. They stop speaking up
because they are afraid of being wrong and don’t want to risk not
looking good. Don’t let the past define your future. In this program
you get the 3 high impact secrets to awaken the power within you
and learn how to step confidently into a new future.

The Velocity-Raptor: Get Results Faster

Velocity is the rate of change of the position of a body in a specified
direction. For example, your velocity to sit on the patio and drink a
margarita is likely different than your velocity to get your taxes done.
Right? But you know that getting your taxes done, while laborious
and painful is more important to your success than that margarita. In
a marketplace that requires your velocity to be at a certain pace and
the need to produce results faster than ever before, it makes sense
that you build skill sets around getting results, faster. In this fun and
informative keynote, Diane shares how she has accelerated her
business outcomes by embracing solid principles that produce
results.

Jenny joined the Bravo cc team in 2017 when I invited her to
collaborate with me as my research partner and co-author of our
book Talking ‘Bout My Generation. We both share an affinity for this
topic and Millennials in particular. It makes sense as we made the
college classroom our home for many years--starting at the same
time that Millennials were coming to the college campus. Jenny is a
master facilitator--and that is not a term I use for many people. It takes
YEARS to reach this level and for the last fifteen years she has done
just that as a college professor, teaching communication studies
courses. Today Jenny is focused on helping people connect
MINDFULNESS to how they communicate and build better
relationships with self and others. Jenny has a fierce sense of humor
and a Mid-Western sensibility that allow her to quickly connect and
get to work--because there are important things to accomplish.

TALKING BOUT MY GENERATION

JENNY Warren
Listen Learn Lead

—Available to Keynote,

Facilitate, Consult, and Coach
—Areas of expertise:
Mindfulness, Generations in the
Workplace, Public Speaking,
Communication
—Travels from Dallas, TX
— Fees are $4500 for Keynote
and Facilitation. Fees for
consulting and coaching are
based on project scope
To book JENNY, go to https://
www.bravocc.com/contact/
and tell us about your event/
project

Generations should be your GREATEST strength, not your
BIGGEST headache
There are FOUR generations in the workplace today and boom!
bam! pow! the fireworks show can’t be missed! It is time to step
away from the finger pointing, blanket statements, and trash
talk about each other and find common ground. Relying on
tired and cliched generational stereotypes about one another
do little to promote an environment where people are inspired
to do great work by collaborating with one another. If you are
tired of the tone of the generations conversation, this talk will
be a breath of fresh air. No name calling. No labels. Just a
desire to learn and do better.

THE MINDFUL MINDSET SHIFT:

Mindfulness has been shown to positively affect conditions like
insomnia, asthma, anxiety, stress, headaches, grief, fatigue,
chronic illness, and feelings of hopelessness. But in a culture
that tells you your value is tied up in how busy you are, how
much you get done in a day, and how stressed out you are, it
can be hard to accept that a MINDFUL change is what you
need. Join me and learn what mindfulness is, how to do it, and
what changes you will experience when you embrace a mindful
mindset. You will tame your inner lizard brain, shift your
mindset, institute new daily practices, and see the benefits first
hand. This shift will be life changing as you watch your
relationship with yourself improve, your relationship with others
improve, your energy and performance increases and your
overall feelings of happiness skyrockets. Let’s get to work.

Libby is the founder of Bravo cc, a Communications and
Consulting Venture, that works with professionals and
corporations from across the United States to stand out in a
crowded and competitive marketplace. Since 2004 she has
developed the highest quality training and leadership
programs, all designed to help her clients communicate with
power, confidence and integrity. She owns every stage she is on
from the corporate classroom to national conferences.

LIBBY Spears

The author of three books, Libby has a love for writing and
teaching. She is gifted at challenging people to get out of their
comfort zone and try new things. Whether coaching executives
from the C-Suite to working with a team to close a multi-million
dollar sale, developing successful leadership programs for
corporations, or captivating an audience from the conference
stage, Libby’s troublemaking tendencies may be her greatest
strength. She is not afraid to ask the tough questions or have
the conversation for the purpose of making BIG things happen.
Her Keynotes include:

Educate Liberate Entertain

Signature Keynote: What’s Your Plan Be?: Name it, Claim it,
Live it (includes book)

—Available to Keynote,

Talking ‘Bout My Generation: Four generations in the
Workplace Should Be Your Greatest Asset, Not Your Biggest
Headache (includes book)

Facilitate, Consult, and Coach
—Areas of expertise:
Communication & Leadership,
Generations, Public Speaking &
Storytelling
—Travels from Dallas, TX

Before You Stand Up and Speak! Learn How to Prepare a
Presentation that gets a Standing Ovation (includes book)
Doing Time in the Principal’s Office: Life Lessons learned
from an extraordinary man, my elementary school principal, Bill
Roach
YOU have a Story to Tell: Captivate an audience with your

— Fees are $6500 to $9500 for
Keynote and Facilitation. Fees
for consulting and coaching are
based on project scope
To book LIBBY, go to https://
www.bravocc.com/contact/
and tell us about your event/
project

story
*See ALL of Bravo cc’s topics on our website at
www.bravocc.com/topics

We love to talk to
Business Leaders and Executives
Women’s Conferences
Small Business Owners
Entrepreneurs
Architects and Engineers
Associations
Chambers of Commerce
Educators K-12 and Higher Education
Healthcare Professionals
HR Professionals
Young Professionals
Corporate Audiences
Nonprofits
College Students
Sales Professionals
*generally we are excited to work with any human person who is motivated and
excited to learn.

Book Your Gig
2020

lspears@bravocc.com
www.bravocc.com

972.754.6023

I've hired a lot of speakers and the great ones who get the best
feedback and make me look good have three qualities... They
customize, they entertain and their message has practical, real
world take-aways. Libby checks every box. She knew our
audience, drove engagement with fun exercises and presented a
substantial message in bite size pieces that one could use right
away. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend her to my best clients and
friends. Dustin Cordier, NBAA 2019

